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Optimal Government Policy in Response to bovine Somatotro1dlm 

Bovine somatotropin (bST) is a protein regulating milk ~nribrrticon 

produced. in the pituitary glands of dairy cows. Through advances i:Inl g~n~tciia:.al 

engineering, bST can now be manufactured outside the cow using reomli;Enn...~ lDNA 

technology and injected into cows to increase 
. ~_1?!'~.t'. .. /·:.·L ~ . .)~,":?~-~!·).[~:·: :?-::,;_:.::·_~ - ~ : ... L.~::1:1~:_ .. : 

milk yields . 

available on the commercial market, experimental trials have shoim ~ftmtt. TuiST 

supplements increase milk yi'elds from 10 to 25% in trials across trlfr:::, G:.'O.l.il.mtt:ry 

(Animal- Health Institute). Bovine:::somat_e>~;~:i'_in is currently underr ne-gµillaittm>r_y 
:·~ :::. -.. _~ ~-- ·. 

review and is expected to be approved by the FDA as early as 1990 ({R,a:ill]e:rrtt.:))" 

Previous economic research on bST have centered on imprn1!s: mff 1b:ST 

adoption on farm organization relative:· to· non-adoption. For exarqrllre., l:failltt.er, 

et. al. lal6dl€€(!E=a.-t ~;farm"-·pr-6:fHabilTt:Y' -of:. bST-'for--New"-··York --daimy; ffaumre:irs, 
d~ter~ins cnti~a! s~~~s~~~~=s ·- ~-'-·· · · · -· 

concludirig,StfiaF adopti~n :would· ·_be :·profitable for most farmers ir. t1he1 s.'tta'ibe. 

Other studies have analyzed the market adjustments that would OCC.11.l!: uncl'e:rr: 1b:ST 

by simulating different scenarios based on alternative bST impru_·.tt: an:dl. cfud.ry 

policy assumptions (see, for example, Ardhyula and Krog; Kaiser and! 1rruu.er; 

Magrath and Tauer; and Fallert, et al.). 

All studies have treated government policy exogenously. 

focuses on the dynamic adjustments in dairy policy that would opti1miiz.e: s;cixc:iLal 

welfare. A discrete optimal control model of the dairy sector is cans:tt:rrm\Cted 

and solved using mathematical programming. The results indicate 1ne· ~ and 

timing of dairy policy which optimizes social welfare. 

The Optimal ··Dairy Policy Model 

The use of control theory for agricultural policy was discwsedl. B~ ifuirt 

in 1969. He suggested using social value measures directly in tfte· a.n.:iitm!rion 

function, and possibly imposing ancillary constraints to protu!.:t1· f:a.mnre'!rs·' 
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income posi~tion: --w~ use -·a': so.cial- welfare function consisting of consumer and 

producer surp~us minus government costs. 
~hi:~ :n~ ~-~SlU~ ~~ ~h~ ~=~f~: ~:-=~~~: __ 

Producers' income 
..... ·. ,·· .. - .-: ~ - -~ ~--; .: .-

is pro~ected 1:>y 

limiting support price changes based upon government purchases of milk. 
::1:.= :: .. :JLJC:1 •. ·· euuc.·.::.c~i. ~1ec2..:s(:. ·.;;_.~; , ...:.:_ .. ~~:;( -·~- .:. - _,_ .. --·' ;. ........ 

Freebairn and Rausser suggested using various weights on the components of the 
cie:csrr:-~ir.ar1::. .:::: !t:.l.1: y~cl.c:. :-::._1·L ~:=;:c.:;,.·_·~.::·c:.j_o:· ~-~):.· .::;..: .. ·:~::: ~~:.~_:.:.:·:.-::·.·. .:.--=: :.··--~- -::.~.-.:. ·:_ -

social welfare function. Their justification is that policy decision makers 
·::.;y C1 .9~: :..r.:. ·~6.1 ::c :refi.E-.!·::: .:..·S.S!:.:.~-2£" =2:::;:: ;_a::-r; ~-~-:· ~::~~·:··~-:-.t:-.· .. :· ~~: ... ,.··: 

may value different_ groups unequally and the researcher shoul<!. l?e. optimizing 
E:::~c..~.:io:1s .-- .;.r1C: :~·: :.:-rr:r:,~_:·.:::. :_·:--1f ;,·\~_:.-:::~-3.S(7 -·:·: :.-.. 1~(::_ · ·· · · ---- · · 

the objective function of the policy decision makers. We measure the impact 

of assigning unequal weights to producers, consumers and the government. 
-'-·· ... c· ::., ... _-;:. · __ - .· ···"· ·. __ :.... ~- ... ·. ~ 

The optimal phasing of deregulat;on '!ls_ip.g optimal control was_ addressed 
:::t:.:;.~:..o:- ·7_ -~-:;.E ~on.s:::.·:.·.~'::c":' _:--:.-:. ...... ·-:-·-? .:: __ 1r···_~- ·:~:::··--'"-:· ----~ --~-:: 

by Pindyck. Chang and Stefanou implemented Pindyck' s ap1>roach in exploring 

dairy industry-deregulation with a growth in supply from a technology such as 
5:;,_:_ .. ,7::.:;r=. "' .. •c.: .. :..:~ .... c.i: ; .. :~ ... - -· . - _ .. ,._ .. _____ .. - ---,····.-.··· ·.v-~ .... :· :_ 

bST. Although Chang and Stefanou included the cost of adjustment at the firm 
s -cay o~..1 :. o i: ·ci.ai r~,-- f arrr.1. , .. , .§:.. ~- c ::· : ~ -\:;..:, --,rr:. .s.:: :..· . r"'\.:; ~= 1 ~..::·· · - .· :_,::;;: ~;_ :: . > ·· ._ ·: - -~ ·:-

level, they did not include the social cost of dairy farmers exiting the 

industry or consumer gains from stabilization. If no adjustment costs are 

modeled, then social welfare is maximized by immediate and complete 

deregulation of an industry. Since adjustment costs are not included in our 
~- -::. •. :. .. :.._ ·-' - 'J ......... -- -· --~ 

objective function, our model would generate a zero support price after the 

first period, To prev~~t- this, we introduce a support price change decision 
· .. :·:.:.::: ~: .. ... - . 

rule as a constraint, based upon government purchases of milk. 

Three types of agents are represented in the model: dairy farmers, 

consumers, and government. It is assumed that the governments' objective is 

to maximize the discounted value of social welfare of the dairy sector from 

1988 through 2010. The dairy price support program and a voluntary supply 

control program are the two policies incorporated into the model. The price 

support program is modeled as an equation in the constraint set, which adjusts 

the support price based on the quantity of milk purchases bought by the 

Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC). The supply control program (a cow removal 
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program) is·. the_controLvariable_ in the. model. .Social welfare· is maximized by 

determining the timing and level of cow removals in response to bST. 

The model is presented in Table 1. Equations (1), (2), and (3) are 
;;·::..·:_.,::;~.:t:;C __ :-._:_-~ ·.._-.!";.0 :,..·,=-·::.:·..:~:.~:~": i-~-E_:-~:.,:::. _ --~~ ~;, __ ·,-.:- --··--·-·-·-··-· --··-···'- _ 

accounting equations which define real and nominal profits of dairy farmers. 

Real profit/cwt. (RPROFH) is equal to gross income from the sale of milk 
~-:.eC:!"1'[1(.;J...Og~,- -::1Il0 '.:..~;~~ •:'.C~-2.:.:. :7."C.C ::o·-.:·.~ •·'- - .... -_ :.. .. --:· -~---- ... J- __ ,_: -- ,.:. ~ • --

(MLKPR) minus variable costs net of culled cow revenue (VCOST), deflated by 

the consumer price index (CPI, 1967 - 100). Variable costs include all 

variable expenses plus general farm overhead, taxes and insurance, interest, 

and capital replacement. The cost of bST was set at $50 per cow annually. 

Nominal profit per cwt. (NPROFH) is equal to RPROFH times the CPI. Real 

profit per cow_(RPROFC) is equal to RPROFH times production per cow (PRODCOW). 

Equations (4), (5), and (6) are the cow number (COW), production per cow, 
~\.... a:.. 1.ooked a.::: fc..rn: orofi·.:ac~i::..:.:·: ::>. ~-c-~.- ;~c-\· ,. .. :.: .. !.· 7:-7:·::1r,· 

and milk production (MLKPROD) equations. It was assumed that dairy farmers 
,- \.. - .. -- ~~/ ·:" 

make adjustments in cow numbers and production, per cow following a naive 

profit expectations scheme based upon previous year's profit. The COW 

equation was estimated as a function of lagged real profits per cow, number of 

cows in the previous period, and a dummy variable (DTP) equal to 1 for 1986-87 

to account for the Dairy Termination Program. The estimated linear equation1 

for cow numbers using ordinary least squares (OLS) is: 

COW - 0.97 COW(-1) + 0.1272 RPROFC(-1) - 280 DTP2 
( 3 8 . 4) ( 1. 3) ( - 2 . 4) R = 0 . 5 8 ; DW = 2 . 2 

Production per cow was estimated as a function of lagged RPROFH, a time trend 

(T), and a constant term. The time trend was used as a proxy for 

technological improvements other than bST. The estimated equation is: 

1 The data used to estimate all equations was based on ~ational. 
observations from 1975-87. The numbers in parentheses are t-values, R is the 
adjusted coefficient of variation, and DW is the Durbin-Watson statistic. 
For more details on the model and the data, see Tauer and Kaiser. 
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P~QDCOW ,'."" .:l:_02. ~2 -+,,.6~. 97.::.~~R,.pFH(-_1)_ + 2. 327 T . 2 • 
( 3 7 • 2) ( 0 . 7) ( 19 . 4) R () . 9 8 ; I>W - 2 .1 

Whilr· ~he ··~=-__-:~al~e -'~~/the ";;r~fit variable ls" 1~~< thi; ~arLs.bie was inciud~d in 
~-: :.~::-· :-_ ·:·v~r. ?-.... ::;r.:;:-:_·J __ c-.: --::· ·t··.~.·: ·. !.····.~. ·:"~:_: ,,. -·--·-----. -, ---- ..... -_.y_-- ... ~ .. 

the PRODCOW equation because it was· judged a priori to be an important 
~-·.:::-:..c: _ _.y· ::.:_r:: .. :· ...... : .. -:.::..vrl: -~~;_·1-:: .. :.~·:. ::-·f·.: . . · ... :: -~-~·:.. .. :.. .. ~'"- __ :· 
determinant of milk yield. Milk production (COW times PRODCOW) is multiplied 
r::_'.:.r2.r;:e.4:-?:::.-: .. ::.nci i:-ii.::i.~·-2. ".:~-1:-.di -~j_;·::-. _____ ·::s,s,~--~-----_-_.: ~-~_-c:. -~·-::~·:-· .. -, : :.·r--.-~ _ .. 
by 0.98 in (6) to reflect leakages from farm to processor, e.g., on-farm use. 

:"l1E· ::·-.:ct_:_ dis(;o~n::eC surplL~.~= of::·:.,~, iuu::t :-.-::·~!na.ri:.::~ c •. 1·::,, .:·(_~ .. <----~- -__ : ____ ,_i> 
Equations (7) and (8) compute the purchase price per cow (PRCOW) that the 

-government must pay to Since 

::.: c1:;.£ ' . .UEt."'. r ;-:. . ·::Lo auc er~ CT!-~ z.crve rn:.:.< .. : ~-: :: :::,::, .:.:_; -.. -. 2:c E-~ s r~·:J :.-:· :; i.: · .. · ~ ·· :: .. 
equation (7) was constructed using the following assumptions. 

there were 
. . ' 

equation, 

First,- - tfie 
_ 'Th: .:=.C..c.~~-~.-:2.D:-: ,.._:: '-,ST L: . .:?.C.2.17{::-i.: ·-- =--~-:.~·-;·-7:/1..:··:: __ - ~"'..--· _ 
price per cow is based on farmers' present profitability. Sec~nd, a cow has a 
7,_-~ ~ _-- ;, -! ·i ,_... -.~_,...:.\nf"'I. ~ r. ~- • • --,....,::.,-:1,::. .. -:-; ~ r.:. 1~ .--. r· ~ ::. -·~ ., ,.,-,r/_--· -- 0 

sai;~ge-·valu-~ ~~f~$foo. -·Finaiiy, ·1:1e-purchase pro.gram r·equires participants· t:o 
.::;·:·jo-:'i-:s ·:.1.~s C.z..:.:~·\· sec:::c~ SC; t.i·j,·:·:. \.,=~~-~--.:·.~--~--:.~ ~,·):<.-·-:-: ·_·,. . . ::,::-(_,;·~--.... ..... _ _ . 
stay out of dairy farming for five years. Equation (7) combines these three 
:. .. : ~-· :.. :··: : :: . .; :"' :-;.:. ::. : : .. : : .. :: : ; :'·.:. ·.;. . -., e :· : : r ~ 

assumptions so that PRCOW is equal 'to profits per cow- minus $500, with the 
•, - -- .. ' ~. ::., :-. ~ ·.:. :· ~--· '.'" .. 

result multiplied by five to reflect t:he five year duration of the program (no 
-, : . . "\ ;: --

discounting). Equation (8) constrains PRCOW to not be less than $1,000, which 

was arbitraril?~ho;~~ as the minimum cow purchase p;ice. 

Equation (9) is another accounting equation used in the model. 

Government purchases (GVNPUR) are equal° to milk production plus milk imports 

(IMPORTS)-minus commercial.milk consumption (MLKCON). Milk imports are fixed 

at their recent average of 2.5 billion pounds of milk equivalent. 

Equations (10) and (11) pert~in to the equilibrium price for milk 

(MLKPR). Equation (10) is the all milk demand equation expressed in price 

inverse form. Commercial per capita demand for milk products (MLKCON/POP) was 

estimated as a function of the real all milk price (MLKPR/CPI), a time trend 

(T), and a _constant term. Two-stage least squares was used in the estimation 

by regressing the real all milk price on the real milk support price 

(SUPPR/CPI), a time trend, and a constant and then using the predicted value 
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as,. a:· price, instrument.;:· The milk .price instrument "and demand equations, which 

were·:estim?-ted~ in:..-linear:,form;·,, are: .. -.. · ,,::· · 

MLKPRfCPI :,~co:.031s+;-0,,559;::SUPPR/CPI::: .-o.·001 T:,f.-.,_·- .. :.·: · 
. ( 5 . 5) ( 5 .. 4) ( - 6 . 4) R .. 0. 9 8 ; DW 2 .1 

MLKCO?f,1J?CIB.·~c86: .. 0 ~R552~63 Ml:.KPR7CPl .;:c0.782:,T ~,Le,;_:: ::·x'. _,, . .., ·-----·~-"- -., 
(12.2) (-4. 7) . (~3.8)R2 - 0. 76; DW - 2.0 

n i:: ~ :.: :·. .:~:.. ... (7-,(.·. ::c ...... - •- ,,.·,. ·- ~ ... : .... 
Equation (11) gives the relationship between . the all milk price and the 

support price. The all milk price was estimated as a simple function of the 

milk support price and a constant term, which resulted in: 

MLKPR .. 2.65 + 0.847 SUPPR. 

...... '. ... 
~- .... . . 

: - - - . .. H,-r-,·'r .• (-, '7-· 4):.'·"· · ··:;:-. n·2: ~-.,ou . .L,:c... .... _ 't-""*...,1-r-... u..1.:1-.._ "'-..... ; .\~ ..... L\r- i..~- .. 1::: .•::c..· .. 

was th~1c:Case:surider the . 1985 · Farm. --::.Act,,:~, the,.· supp·~rt pr-ice ts:: :adjusted·· on ··· the 

basis:idf mi.~:tkh:.surP'lus· :.rexp'ectitions, ·by ·.-the Secre·tary ,-of· Agriculture·: · However, 

unlike-'.· the:: 1985 Farm ··Act,.: the annual change in the support, price is a 

continuous.: function- of . government· purchases of excess milk the previous year. 

Equation ·(13)2.;1.n·sures:: that if· there are CCC. purchases, then the relationship 

between the market'. and'·Support"price. in equation (11)' is binding . 

.. · :<ThenCPic.was·,ciricr.e·ased:-:4:%..·,a·;ye-ar. ·and· a nominal discount rate of 7% was 

used. Variable. cost per· cow was increased 3% a year starting at $959. 50 

(1988). Population was assumed to increase at 1% . per year. The logistic 

adoption rate was estimated from Lesser et al. and the adjustment in variable 

costs from the adoption of bST were taken from Fallert et al. 

Results 

Four scenarios were analyzed: (1) a: base line scenario which assumes 

that bST is not adopted and government cannot implement a buyout, (2) bST 

adoption with an average yield increase of 13.5%, but no cow buyout, (3) bST 
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adoption with ,'a y'i'eld·· increase of 13. 5% wfth ·cow buyout programs; and ( 4) bST 

adoptfon: With :g<-yield:: increase -,cof 32%·-'arid COW' buyout programs. Since the 

strictly=simul'i:itions of- '."the dah:'y sector using :·the constraint set equations' 

plifiihiel!er's~~ 'iind iii'ifi.'aFeoncITti-onss::" AIF-ieJu:lts -:;are :sUIIUiiai:'ized''·in :Table: 2. ?0 

duringc:a t:i:'an§Hional perioa-~·c:·The·rea."so"h Ts ·due ·to riegative variable profits 

for 'three ·-years from bST with -no cow buyout (not all years shown in Table 2). 

Coristiriier.s::do 'benefit from a lower ·milk ·price arid greater milk consumption with 

bST ;· 1s"o-,tha.t "t::he=· -n-et~ ~benefit to society is increased. The addition of 

optimizing : ·behavior by · removing cows does increase total welfare with 

pr"oduc·ers' gaining over'c$10''-billiort and· consumers · losing less than $10 billion 

under 13.5% bST. • Government costs are also slightly lower with cow removals. 

· - The all milk price -changes over time by scenario. If bST is not made 

available then the nominal price of milk remains stable from about $11. 00 to 

$13.00. Under a 13.5% bST response, the all milk price decreases to a low of 

$7.00 by 1998 and increases each year thereafter, reaching $12.80 by the year 

2010. In contrast, if the government buys cows optimally then the lowest all 

milk price is only $9.18 in 1996 and prices in every year are greater than or 

2 The results for all years in the period 1988 through 2010 are given in 
Tauer and Kaiser; 
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equaLto. the·:.price- :in scenario. 2 ... .Under 32% .bST, all milk price is slightly 

However, with the government 

optfma:fly buying: cows: :'even~·3·2"% bST do'es: riot produce the dramatic milk price 

decrease as 13.5% bST does with no cow purchases. In all scenarios, however, 

have essentially worked their way through the dairy sector by that time. 
Equc.: 1. ,:-:.--_ · · - ; :. .. _. ·= s ~::e ::~ =..::: ~--::·:: .. .: ··. ~--_. :·f .-. -. >= -:-··· -

Milk consumption is inversely related to the all milk price with the 
s1.-..;-;:c,~~:-· ':-~:.. .. :.=-. -:·:.·= -~~::.:. :-.::_~::: ~-:-:.: . ---r ---·--. -- .. 
de~~nd function shifting each year. With the no bST scenario milk consumption 
·-:·.::.. ___ : s· .. :--:-.. · ~:-_· :::-:·:-~: -::: ?~·:.-;.-:: ..::. ,:.:..::···_.- ·- : ... , ... "·: ··--

steadily increases as population increases and as the real milk price 
~-~::..2.:~:-r_ :-- ·_. ·: __ - s::: ~-~---
decreases',.·· There· is, some reduction, in milk -consumption in the later years as 

i3'.;; sir,bST,'.Eshock·--wi:th~ho co'W ~pur'chases·:. increases·-:-milk consumption by 12 billion 

11E;~ 2 in.f1998,~aiFcoinpar~cl:-to·:no'.bST.· ··However,: if· cows are optimally purchased 

then· the: increase in=--milk ·consumption- is less than one half of this increase. 

··::: .. -The- support- price i~f- -effective for the first 12 years in all scenarios. 

Annual·-·:ccc-- purchases without bST ·are . approximately 5 billion lbs. of milk 

equiva.1.ent, or, less., :-.When·. bsT· enters the picture CCC purchases increase as bST 

is adopted:.: W.ithoutr,a '~ow --buyout· program· CCC purchases remain high and the 

support price is reduced more than a dollar in 1995 and again in 1996. The 

reduction in . support price .. does eventually trim milk production as CCC 

purchases decrease. With a cow buyout program CCC purchases do initially 

climb in the early 1990s as bST is adopted, but it is optimal to purchase cows 

rather than milk during this period. As a result CCC purchases fall 

dramatically after the government b~gins to purchase cows. Annual CCC 

purchases increase in order to allow the support price and then the all milk 

price to drop. This benefits consumers. Since farmers are adversely. 
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' r-. ·~· ·. ,- = 

_c1,_:f:J·~~!=~.fl., ___ c;g~_s __ ~l:'~ _ _p~l:'c~a_s_e_<!__ t:o ___ x:e~t_ore _PX:~fJt.s ! _ In all bST scenarios the 

support price mechanism is not very effective after 1999. 

>Variable profits per cow are adversely affected by bST at least during 

the adoption period. With no cow purchase, profits become negative from 1997 

through 1999. With cow purchases variable profits per cow are reduced 

c:ompar.e:d:::to. :no::1bST - but ·-st.ill positive. Partly offsetting the reduction in 

profit pe1<, cwt;;:· :is greater _milki production per cow under bST. 
·.-.;,.\-.. ... ;, - L ~- . ~- ·, . ;·. :· -- •• : ::-: -

Cows (nwnbers F:fall over : time,:_under :all scenarios. The reduction partly 
__ .- :,::. .. ·,.' 

r,e.flecJ,s.:.the. l.9ng ~term downward trend in cow numbers that were captured in the 

e.conome.tr.ic:::estimation, oL the,.,c_ow number- equation. When production per cow 
... 

increases . then· '-fewer- :·cows ·are .required to produce a given quantity of milk . 
... 

Slowing the downward trend in cow numbers is the higher profits without bST. 
,.·:. !..:. pz..= 2:r..c;:,:.. t. =·:c: 

.. :.Cow purchases, ,by. the government significantly reduces milk cow numbers in 

1993~and 1994. __ With 13.5% bST 610,000 cows should be purchased in 1994 at an 

average-price of $1,897. It is interesting that the following year cows could 

be pur.chased: at-only. -$1,120 a -cow, but only _4,000 cows are purchased. Under 

32%:bST 1.61 million cows are purchased in 1993 at a cost of $2,212 per cow 

and-·230, 000 cows: are purchased in 1994 at $1,285 per cow. The results also 

indicate that another 10,000 or 15,000 cows would be purchased over 3 years 

beginning·in 2005 or 2006, but this is a trivial amount. 

One of the most interesting result is the control (the purchase of cows) 

does not occur until after bST is well adopted. Until these cows are 

purchased it is optimal to let CCC purchases increase. This result has an 

-- . 

enormous benefit. The eventual impact of bST is not known at this time, but 

the results indicate that decisions concerning cow purchases can wait until 

the impact of bST is determined. In contrast, many would expect that policy 

adjustments would be necessary before bST is introduced. 

f , , I 
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, _ Weighing:. ~onsumers ,. , :producers 1 and the government segments of the 

_obj~ctiy-e ,,_fµn~~ion separately by l.-25 increases the:· value of each segment. 

V!1-J.!l;i.PgJ_·~OI),S~~¥s -::more ,sby:;~a ·factQ:t::" of,,sL 25: essentially, replicates the.. results 

.<?f: ::sq~nar.Jo ~- :( 2:): ~i th· :no c_ow- buyout. ;'. .: ;:Co.ws bought out would'. · reduce milk 

w;:pd~£1=io~rc!t.!@ l:tus.,·t:RQ11.S~e_r :surplus~;:,:_· Valµ-ing· producers::more, by- a: f-actor· of 

J.;!·i.? p~~§1~P:¥_$ \Wd:>.El-:ibtwgb_t .oµ_t -it~nl!Ht8 (.4-80:.,000, head:)~,: 19_96.:(819-,0.00 head), 

1997 ,{1,_;~31:.99...i.::~e~<!c!L :.c!-nd_:·~QQ&:::: _(420_,-900:-:head) .... , The. ,cow. purchases .in. 1997 

.<;§..~§-~§ ~.h~.: :.c!.l;J.-~!J½·.:1rn;c~.:.t.O :in~_r_ease~ :t.P -~$.19 •. 17 :. and:, _then _decreasa __ until. the 

:n~Xkf9Y, b_!.l_y_o~~.s-:::Naluing;:.go:v.exnment >.cost _more by:.a factor of 1. 25 -causes the 

Sf.>Y!?:r!1!Jl.~!:l~ tp_·i-.:c"?.il:it_sunt¼l.: 1~9-5.c r~thern than, 199.4c,·c:to :remove cows ,since ,,the; cow 

pwctm-?~;::p:J;'.}cEt:-iis.ctl9~e;~_ Qe,c;:~us~nof 1reduc.ed da.i-ry,::profits. :::-. This,·,.occurs even 

!=!'ioygh-::, .!=!ies_g~ryerx:u_n~pt:, buy~;,,mpxe: inilkc becaµse:- of the: _year, de-lay. 

_Summary and Conclusions 

fl. .,discrete CJ>ntrolcmoclel of the U.S. dairy sector· was formulated and 

~p~imc1l ·_p~li~J~§;,J1;12 respqn.!>e, to __ l>ST, ~ere_ discussed.· The control variable was 

a ... c_ow. disposal-,program- ,and the- support price entered the model as a state 

variable.A.ependent;:,,~po1:1 government· purcha.ses of milk. 

With no control, the all milk price could fall as low as $7.00 under a 

13. 5% bST impact. With_ optimal cow purchases the price only falls to $9 .18. 

In the process social welfare is increased. Higher bST impacts of 32% with 

optimal cow purchases have little differential impact on variables except that 

more cows are purchased. Purchase of cows does not occur until bST is well 

adopted. Until these cows are removed it is optimal to let CCC milk purchases 

increase so that the support price and milk price can be reduced for 

consumers. Since the eventual impact of bST is not known, the ability to wait. 

until the impacts occur is beneficial in policy decisions. 



Table l. The Optimal Control Dair~ Hodel, 

. -- ·-'-·.c·_ -- ._ - ---- \ '.'.?--------------------------·-----------
-------- ------------·--- ---·--·-· --- ····- ··- --- . --···-··------ . ·----- -----..... ·-···- --- . ·--- - .. ---·----·- . ---· ... - . 2010 

Hax S DISCOUNT C L)'tt. 5 C INTERCEPT CI) ._HLKPRC I) '.)~:HLKCON ( I )+NPROFH CI )*HLKPROD CI) 
._ ..... _ ... 

- (SUPPR(I )+1. 20 )*GVNPUR(I )- (PRCOW(I )*COWPUR(I)) f..!0) ____________________ ··---·-

(HLKPR(I HV.C.OST( I) /PRODCOW-CI) fie PI (I) • RPROFH(I).; 

RPROFB c I ).-itc_P.:rc I> - NPROFB c i ·): . ~~ ~- 1 c_ .. .... -~ 

RPROFH (I) •-PROD COW (I) • RPROFC (I) 

.1272*RPROF~(i)+.97*COWS(I)~CoWPUR(I) • COWS(I~1j-

ch:'),: = 
c:2;,>S ,: 
(3?);: 
(4 .. )'.',: 

(s:y:: 

CaY!.c"' 
(7) 

( 2. 327+PRODCOW (I))* ( l+BST*PRODCHG( I) )+69. 97*RPROFH CI) • PROD COW ( I+l) 

• 98* (COWS(I )::itPRODCOW(I)) /10'.·• _:·HLKPROD( I) 

5*RPROFC(I)-500 • PRCOW(I) 

(:a-;);.; :r-\Emru.t( \I) > i.1...CID.O:,c.. 2 •:; ~: :· .. - ,. -

(9) HLKPROD(I)+IMPORTS(I)-HLKCON(I) • GVNPUR(I) 

c·fo:>:: 
tit.'.)? 
(]1;'2:-)i'.! 

INTERCEPT(;!,)-. 18095*CPI (I) *Hl'..KCON (I) /POP CI) • HLKPR( I) 

c.1¥.): 
..:. ,, · .. : -

HLKPR(I) i·2.65+,847*SUPPR(ii 

,50-.l•GVNPUR(I)+SUPPR(I) •.\SUPPR(I+l) 

((2.65+,84.7:A'SUPPR(I))-HLKPR(I))*GVNPUR(I) -?, 0,- -

-~ ,. -. 

wii:h0parameter·s:K,. i.,i. . ,. ,. 
":" ..... • .!... :- • 

·::'-C-AD.J :·impact of bST on :production costs 

::ADOPT(!) -bST adoption rate 

BST percentage impact of BST 

... .:~:.:.;.CP_I_{_I_J_;_ ····'·-"-·----P 011 s.u111e r .. price index 

DISCOUNT(!) discount factor 

IHPORTS(I) i111ports of milk 

-~?iNTERCEPT(ii-iniercept of the-milk demand function 

:r,~OP(I) .population 

-·· ~'PRODCHG(I). increase in adoption 

.. , ... TREND (I) ..... trend 

·:-~··: VCOST(I) . :·:variable cost per' cow 

with_,va:)._~es: __ .,:; 

CPI(I) • 340,4 * (i:o~;i 

DISCOUNT(!)~ 1/(1.07) 1 . 

IHPORTS(I) • 2,5 

INTERCEPT(!)• CPI(I) * (,1556 - .001416 * TREND(!)) 

POP(I) - 240,5 * (l.Ol)i 

TREND(!) - I+ 13 

VCOST(I) • 959,5 * (1,03) 1 * (1 + AD.J *ADOPT(!))+ ADOPT(!) * 50 

Parameter 

ADOPT(!) 
PRODCHG(I) 

Parameter 

BST 

AD.J 

llfil!. 
• 0 

• 0 

il.!Ll!. 
.o 
• 0 

No 

Ml. 
.o 
• 0 

1990 

,05 

.05 

ll.ll ll.il 
.17 • 44 

.12 . 27 

13% 

Ml. 
.135 

.064 

lJ!.ll 
.76 

.32 

l.!!.ll 
.93 

.17 

32% 

BST 

.3214 

.151 

1995 

.98 

.05 

1996 

L 
.02 

lll.Q. 
1. 

.o 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

, 1 I ' 



Table 2:. _ .Model ~Re$ults .for Selected Years of_ the- Four Sc~narios. 

No bST, bST (13.5%) 
\i:c.~·,:ii·,;: ::c-:-.s;__No.2.-Gow,on:: :.:\ :c Np_.:,_Cp~- • • ~. p~T.:- _(J.3~-.:?~) -• _ 
Year Buyout Buyout Cow Buyout 
~,:- ::.·--_::!.:... -:---,· . .... :':\ 

198.8 c.£.c;.i.c0.S $1-l·f63.o c:,:; 

1990 11.71 
1995 : < __ •11.2.0:·: 
2000 11.45 

:)Gc;.t,:,::$11._:.63 i:· 
11. 71 

c,,:: _ 9. 18 _ 
.- 8.19 

2005 €:.:: :. ::-, ,: "":12-.:4.61. 1: ? ~:.._,;cc :- :ll:.~5.8:,>: .:.: ,: 
2010 13.62 12.80 
·::s:,::- -;'.··· ::,·;:·,:.·.,·: _;c,_~--~:.- :: ~:-·:2 ·::.:: .. 
Milk Consumption (Billions of Lbs.) 

1988 

1995 
20.00:::·, 
2005 
2010 

138.17 

146.55 
"-1:49 .. -13€:,-_ :: 
148.86 
147.70 

Support Price ($/cwt.) 

1988 .C :.; __ •• 10.60· 
1990 10.69 
1995::.: .. :a:·10,09-:-. 
2000 10.39 
2005,. ::, _, , 11. 58 · - -; · 
2010 12.95 

138.17 

152.78 
7:'157.81.:.:-
150.89 
149.32 

10.60 
10.69 

7..71 
5.59 

_8.09 
10.59 

CCC Annual Purchases (Biilion Lbs.) 

1988 3.94 3.94 
1990 5.90 5.90 
1995 5.45 17.70 
2000 3.08 NP 
2005 2.22 NP 
2010 2.45 NP 

Variable Profits($ per cow) 

1988 615 615 
1990 638 635 
1995 519 307 
2000 521 31 
2005 640 589 
2010 777 732 

. , , $11. 6 3 : , ;-
11. 71 

9 .28 --. 
9.91 

l;t.. 95.: _ 
13.90 

;_::; ;. 

138.17 
1. 40~18. --.- - -'. - , . - ~ .. •. 

152.47 
153.24 
150.04 
147.13 

10.60 
10.69 
-7.83 -
8.57 

10.98 
13.29 

3.94 
5;90 
6.17 
0.44 
0.78 
2.18 

615 
635 
325 
373 
683 
998 

,:.,_bS_':[.' ::- ( 3f % ) -_ -

Cow Buyout 

$11. 63 
11. 71 
8.86 
8.32 

10_.~5 
12.47 

~- ~ • - - • . i . ~ 

138.17 
14_Q._-18. - . , . 
153.78 
157.48 
153.26 
149.99 

10.60 
10.69 

- _ 7. 33 
6.69 
9.09 

11.59 

3.94 
5.90 
7.69 
1.00 

NP 
1.13 

615 
630 
418 
221 
605 
927 



Table 2 (Continued) 

bST (13.5%) No bST, 
No Cow 
Buyout 

No Cow bST (13.5%) 
Year Buyout Cow Buyout 

Number of Hilk Cows (Millions) 

1988 
1990 
1995 
2000 
2005 
2010 

10.33 
10.16 

9.58 
8.83 
8.13 
7.54 

10.33 
10.16 

9.56 
8.22 
7.38 
6.86 

Cow Purchases (Purchase Price) 

1988 
1993 
1994 
1995 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

Production Per Cow (Pounds) 

1988 
1990 
1995 
2000 
2005 
2010 

137.86 
144.25 
159.24 
173.02 
186.46 
199.79 

Welfare Measures (Billion$) 

Consumer Surplus 

407.18 

Producer Surplus 

60.80 

Government Cost 

5.89 

Net Surplus 

462.09 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

137.86 
144.25 
179.33 
192.77 
205.31 
218.41 

429.07 

43.75 

7.14 

465.68 

10.33 
10.16 

8.88 
7.96 
7.32 
6.80 

NP 
.07 ($2,286) 
.61 ($1,897) 
.04 ($1,120) 
.06 ($2,918) 
.04 ($3,191) 
.OS ($3,536) 

NP 

137.86 
144.25 
179. 33 
193.85 
206.89 
220.30 

419.19 

53.62 

7.09 

465.72 

bST (32%) 
Cow Buyout 

10.33 
10.16 

7. 72 
6.99 
6.40 
5.99 

NP 
1.61 ($2,212) 
.23 ($1,285) 

NP 
NP 

.02 ($2,650) 

.03 ($3,015) 

.04 ($3,386) 

137.86 
144.25 
210.19 
227.64 
240.26 
253.24 

431. 74 

47.92 

9.52 

470.14 

' 1 , ") 
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